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Lockswood Bowling Club Annual Report 2015 - 2016 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this, the inaugural Lockswood 
Annual report. Since launching the new Club website, we now have the 
perfect vehicle to annually distribute to members and other interested 
parties, the progress of the Club, both on and off of the rink.  
It is intended to produce a report which encompasses the complete 
activities of Lockswood Bowling Club across the year and to record not 
only individual and team bowling achievements, but also, Social 
highlights, charity work, the gardens and any significant newly acquired 
purchases. The purpose of the document is two fold, to summarize our 
club year, and also act as a readily accessed history of Lockswood. 
 
As the new Committee is elected in November at the Annual General 
Meeting, this seems to be the obvious place to start.  
 
Our President for the 2015/16 season was Geoff Tocknell, who is also the 
Head Gardener. Geoff was ably assisted by a newly elected Club 
Secretary, Rob White. The full Committee can be viewed at Appendix A. 
 
Early attention for the Committee was focused on the provision of a new 
bowling surface. Murray Gorman led the team and after much soul 
searching, it was decided that the preferred supplier was Greengauge 
surfaces, the company who had laid our existing green. As for the timing 
of the provision of the new surface, the Committee considered either 
laying it before the start of the season or delaying it until September, but 
ultimately decided that for a number of reasons the early option was 
preferable. The work was started and completed in March.  
Fareham Council, generously granted £25,000 towards the new carpet 
and the Club were delighted that Sarisbury Councillor Sean Woodward, 
Borough Councillor for Park Gate, Brian Bayford and his wife, Susan were 
able to attend the Official Opening.  
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The Committee was also keen to launch a revamped website and to 
rewrite the outdated Club Constitution. Sub Committees were formed and 
work started in earnest with many meetings scheduled and a great deal 
of hard work put in.  
 
The website sub committee had a stroke of good fortune, Bowls England 
sent a circular to clubs, encouraging them to consider an offer from a 
website development company called Hugo Fox, who would host and 
provide a template for a website free of charge. 
Dilys Lillywhite, John Beaumont and John Windust, all attended the Hugo 
Fox training (also free) and were very encouraged by what they learnt. 
Many other bowls clubs took up the Hugo Fox offer and the Committee 
decided it was right also for Lockswood. The website was launched in April 
to coincide with the new season and has been a great success and at the 
height of the season had 1000 visits per month. It has enabled club 
members to stay up to date with news, social and bowling activities and 
has also attracted new members as a direct result of the website.  
 

 
 
 

Ron Collins and his team in the sub committee presented a draft proposal 
for a new constitution to the Committee and at the time of writing this 
report, the new document has been circulated to members for their 
comments and it is hoped the new constitution will be in place in the very 
near future. 
 
Fixtures and Fittings 
 
As well as the acquistion of the new green, the Club has made further 
additions this year to improve facilities and help with the maintenance of 
the green. 
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Murray Gorman led the search for an alternative to power washing the 
green and as a result the Club have purchased a Prochem Super Nova 
800 carpet cleaner. 
 
 

 
 
This machine has onboard water tanks and the maintenance team can 
shampoo the carpet in approximately three hours.  
 
At the same time the Club also replaced one of the existing Karcher 
brushing machines. 
 
The plastic chairs had also seen better days and have been replaced with 
ten new ones and two covers, to keep them clean and protect them from 
the weather.  
 
Sadly Tony Batchelor passed away. Tony was the perfect gentleman and a 
very good bowler, he was well loved by everyone at the Club and will be 
missed by us all. In his memory his family very kindly bought the Club a 
weather vane which flys proudly above the equipment shed. It is a useful 
addition and a constant reminder of a lovely man. 
 

 
 
Also at the time of writing a sub committee is working on the acquisition 
of a wooden building which it is expected will be sited alongside the 
conservatory and provide additional changing room. 
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Internal Competitions 
 
Harry Bryant must be congratulated on his organisational ability and 
patience in arranging the internal competitions. Once again they were a 
great success. 
 
In summary, Paul Jarvis Senior, won the Presidents Cup, Jan Collins the 
Ladies Singles and Andy Dawson, the Men’s Singles. 
There were twenty one different competitions.  
Paul Jarvis Senior, Andy Dawson and Brian Hopkins all reached four finals. 
Andy Dawson won the most competitions by successfully winning all four 
of his finals. 
The Bowler Of The Year trophy was rightly, jointly awarded to Ann 
Wilkinson, Maxeen Fletcher, Sheena Mack and Jan Collins for their 
acheivements in the Hampshire Fours, more of which later. 
The full roll of honour can be viewed on the website or at Appendix B. 
 
 
In the main the competitions were well supported, although it was a 
dissapointment that only twelve ladies entered the Ladies singles and 
there were only eleven entrants in the Ladies Pairs. There are currently 
sixty nine ladies at the Club.  
 
 

Spring and Autumn Triples 
 
Every year Lockswood hold a mixed triples competition which runs over 
several weeks in The Spring and again in the Autumn. The competition is 
drawn and depending upon numbers, each team has 5 or 6 players, from 
whom the Captain makes up a weekly playing rota. 
 
This event is a firm favourite with members and regularly attracts in 
excess of eighty competitors. 
 
This year’s Spring competition was severly disrupted whilst the new green 
was being installed and then later by inclement weather. Only three of the 
scheduled eight games were played. The winners were, team Viking, 
Captain	Eve	Aitkin	-	Pete	Edwards,	Christine	Prince,	John	Campbell	and	Jean	
Bishop.		
	
The	Autumn	Triples,	in	contrast	were	favoured	by	dry	weather	and	remarkably	
all	of	the	scheduled	twelve	weeks,	went	ahead.	It	proved	to	be	very	closely	
contested	and	all	came	down	to	the	last	week,	when	team	Bounty	were	
triumphant.	Captain	Peter	Blake,	who	was	ably	assisted	by	Martin	Wellstead,	
Rose	Farr,	Tom	Roberts	and	Gill	Legge. 
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Southampton and District Leagues 
 
Men’s Leagues 
 
End of Season, Club Captain's report. 
As far as our league results are concerned we have done reasonably well. 
We finished 4th in The Championship mainly because we won all but one 
of our matches at home by 7-1 & 8-1. 
Unfortunately, we lost all of our away matches so we obviously need to 
improve on that. 
The Combination side took a step backward by being relegated but our 
new Triples team were champions. Well done to Dave for all his hard 
work. 
 
Doug Scott 
 
Final Positions 
 
Championship – Fourth in Division Two 
Combination – Bottom place in Division One 
Combination Triples – First place in Division Six * 
 
*There are two Triples Leagues, named Division Five and Six. Lockswood 
were Champions of Division Six and it is assumed they will be promoted 
to Division Five next season. 
Full tables on website or at Appendix C. 

 
Ladies Leagues 
 
 
Final Positions 
 
Ladies A – Fourth in A League 
 
Ladies B – Fourth in B League 
 
The final league tables can be found on the website or at Appendix D. 
 
Unfortunately, there is no Ladies report available. 
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GOSPORT AND FAREHAM 
End of Season report 2016 
 
The season could be described as uneventful, with none of the Lockswood 
teams excelling in their respective leagues. However, all the teams kept 
their places in the league for the 2017 campaign. 
 
The Greens, at one stage looked set for a third place finish in Division 
One, but a couple of points dropped towards the end of the season cost 
them a place and they finished in fourth. 
 
In contrast, the Gold’s had a shaky start and for a time looked in danger 
of relegation, but a strong finish saw them claim fifth place. 
In Division Two, the Reds, proved themselves very hard to beat at home, 
but unfortunately not so good away, losing all but two of the away 
fixtures. This meant a fourth place finish. 
 
Finally, in Division three, the Silvers, had a similar story to the Reds, they 
won all of their home fixtures, but disappointingly, lost all of the away 
games. Even so they still managed to achieve a fourth place finish. 
So mid table finishes for all four teams and we all survive to compete 
again next season. 
 
�In Division one, the Greens and the Gold’s, will have to travel to 
Portchester to play newly promoted, Portchester Reds and make an extra 
trip to Lee On Solent, to face, Division Two Champions, Lee Jacks.  
 
In Division Two, the Reds will face, newly promoted, Lee Greens and 
Gosport Amber and relegated Gosport Blue and Fareham Reds. 
 
The Silvers in Division Three, will play, Rowner Yellow and Gosport Silver, 
both relegated from Division Two and also, Rowner Green and Fareham 
White, who were both promoted. 
 
 
The final league tables can be found on the website or at Appendix E. 
 
EXTERNAL COMPETITION SUCCESSES 
Bowls Hampshire 
 
Lockswood Ladies enjoyed enormous success in the Bowls Hampshire competitions 
this year reaching three area finals and winning the Fours to become Hampshire 
Champions. 
	
Ladies 4 wood singles - Sheena Mack Runner up in area final. 
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Ladies Pairs - Sheena Mack & Maxeen Fletcher runners up in area final. 
 
Ladies Fours - Ann Wilkinson, Sheena Mack, Maxeen Fletcher and Jan 
Collins - Hampshire Champions - went on to represent Hampshire in the 
Nationals at Leamington. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The Men were less successful but congratulations to Andy Dawson who 
won his Singles Area Final and went on to reach the Quarter Finals of the 
Men’s Four wood singles. 
 
S&D Men and Ladies 
Lockswood had no finalists in the S&D competitions, but the ladies 
reached four semi finals 
 
Bridgemary Charles Osbourne Mixed Pairs Trophy 
Carol & John Windust - Runners Up 
 
Pirie Park open rinks competition 
Dave Huntley Murial Goodridge, Mike Carter and Edwin Harding - Runners 
Up 
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LOCKSWOOD BOWLING CLUB 
 
2016 MEMBERSHIP FIGURES 
 
Our membership numbers are limited by our constitution to 200 full 
members.  2016 has seen a rise in our numbers after an initial dip at 
Subscription Night in March.  During the year we gained 23 full members 
and one Social member taking our figures to 182 full members and 43 
social members.  These figures are comprised of 113 male bowlers and 69 
lady bowlers.  The Social members are split 25/18 ladies and gents. 
 
We also have Winter Ticket Holders which is a category created for 
bowlers from grass clubs that wish to continue bowling during their closed 
season.  In the past these members have been predominantly from 
Gosport but with the completion of Gosport's all-weather green scheduled 
for a November opening these numbers are expected to diminish.  On 
October 1st we had 15 WTHs from Gosport for the month of October only 
and 13 bowlers from other clubs who will be bowling the full winter 
season. 
 
During the year we had 21 people enrol for our month’s trial membership 
scheme.  Of these 21 twelve signed as full members once their month 
had finished and one signed on as a Winter Ticket Holder 
 
 
John Beaumont – Membership Secretary 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The Renowned Lockswood Gardens. 
 
Lockswood pride themselves on their beautiful gardens which are always 
a subject of admiration and conversation by visiting teams. 
 
The gardens and general maintenance is all taken care of in house by a 
small team of willing volunteers. 
 
This year Lockswood competed in two gardening competitions, Fareham 
in Bloom and the RHS, South and South East in Bloom. 
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Fareham in Bloom 
Lockswood once again won the Gold Medal and Cup for being the outright 
winner in our category (Community Gardens) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
South and South East in Bloom 
This was the first year that Lockswood have entered the South and South 
East in Bloom Competition, which is run by the RHS and is part of the 
Britain in Bloom, campaign where Boroughs, communities, residents, 
businesses can work together to improve their environment. Lockswood 
were entered in the "It's Your Neighborhood’s Division". Following the 
judging, entrants were awarded one of the following rankings, 
Establishing, Improving, Advancing, Thriving and Outstanding. I am 
pleased to announce that in our first year we achieved a very creditable, 
"Thriving" which is level four out of five. 
My thanks to the gardening team, sponsors, and club members for all 
their support. 
 
Geoff Tocknell  
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CHARITY WORK 
Each year The Club President and Ladies Captain select a Charity of their 
choice to support. 
This year Geoff Tocknell chose The Harbour Cancer Support Centre who’s 
purpose is as follows; 
 

Our Mission 
To provide cancer patients, their families, carers and friends with emotional 
and practical support. 
Our Objectives 
To help people with cancer live their lives as normally as possible, promoting 
independence and quality of life. 
To provide the required support to anyone whose life has been affected by 
Cancer. 
To bring together people in similar circumstances to share emotions and 
experiences. 
To ensure information is easily made available. 
 
The Club raised £325.00 for the Charity. 
 
Jan Collins Ladies Captain, chose The Wessex Haven Breast Cancer Charity 
Their work is as follows; 
 
“We offer advice on practical things like money and work, help combatting 
stress, exhaustion and nausea, advice on healthy eating and exercise. Above 
all, there will always be someone to talk to about your deepest fears.” 
 
For this very worthwhile Charity the Club raised £850. 
 
Other Charity donations included £61 to Children In Need and £60 to 
VIBES (Visually impaired Bowls England Scheme).		A	Spider	competition	
raised	a	further	£50	for	the	Lennox	Children’s	Cancer	Fund,	a	charity	being	
supported	by	Graham	Olden,	the	President	of	the	Gosport	and	Fareham	
Mixed	Triples	League.	Graham	sent	this	charming	letter	of	appreciation.	
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Very well done to all the fund raisers and donaters.  
 
In total Lockswood raised £1346 for charity. 
 
 

Special Days for the Club 
 
Lockswood arranges many special days during a season and most of them 
are annual events. This year a new event was trialled, which was a skills 
day, more of this in a moment. Also this year due to the Ladies rinks 
success, we were able to arrange an excursion to Royal Leamington, to 
watch the girls compete in the Nationals. 
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Royal Leamington 2016  
 
By virtue of being Hampshire Ladies Rinks Champions, Maxeen Fletcher, 
Ann Wilkinson, Sheena Mack and Jan Collins, earned the right to 
represent Club and County in the Nationals at Royal Leamington. Their 
opponents in the first round were Oxfordshire. In a very close contest, 
our ladies were just ahead for the majority of the game, but Oxon stuck 
with them and Lockswood found themselves one shot down going into the 
last end and unfortunately were unable to recover, with Oxon coming out 
winners. 
It was a very special day for the Ladies and the Club, who had in excess 
of twenty members who had made the trip to cheer the team on. All of 
the team played well and were a credit to Lockswood, they can be very 
proud of their achievement and although they didn't get the result they 
wanted at Leamington, they are Champions of Hampshire. Very well 
done. 
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Ladies Captain’s Day 
 
The Ladies’ Captains day was a great success with 44 Ladies enjoying a 
fun afternoon of bowls followed by an excellent meal in the club house. 
They looked absolutely stunning dressed in pink in support of the Haven 
Breast Cancer Charity. 
 
I welcomed 10 past lady players as well as my 3 guests from Bridgemary 
with whom I played when I first started bowling. 
 
 After a spider, for which the prize was a donated signed bottle of wine 
from Cliff Richard, the Ladies played 13 ends in total with everyone taking 
turns at each position, as well as changing rinks and jokers thrown in to 
add to the fun/confusion! The meal and drinks were prepared and served 
excellently by the gentlemen and I presented them with a small gift in 
recognition of their gallant work.  Bouquets of flowers were also 
presented to Secretary Dilys and Vice Captain Sheena with thanks for 
their support and encouragement over the year. 
 
 Special thanks along with gifts of potted plants were given to Maxeen, 
Joy and Sonyia for their sterling work in fundraising for the Lady Captains 
Charity and to Pat Newman for organising the food for the day. Extra 
special thanks were given to my husband Ron for his unstinting support 
and patience.  
 
�I was highly delighted and very grateful to receive a stunning selection 
of pink flowers, a glass memento of my year, garden vouchers and a 
signed card from all the Ladies �The raffle of Food Hampers representing 
Breakfast Dinner and Tea and a Bran Tub raised the staggering amount of 
£260 for the charity. 
 
Jan Collins 
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Yardstick and Hog Roast 
 
The date of the annual Yardstick Competition and Hog Roast was a 
brilliant day.   The sun shone but without causing any distress through 
too much sun and the green bowled beautifully.  About 20 ladies 
competed for the lady’s prize with a similar number for the gent’s 
prize.  Six rinks were laid out with jacks at 6 different lengths and each 
bowler had to get their 4 bowls within 1 yard of the Jack on each rink.  I 
point given for each bowl than was in with a bonus point for a toucher, 
PROVIDED that their bowl was still within the 1 yard when the Jack was 
reset to its original position.  This caused a few groans on the 
green.  With the pig under the expert control of Frank Hadlow it was 
judged to be ready for 5.00pm which meant the second round of bowling 
had to be shortened from 6 rinks to three.  
 
 At the end of the competition John Beaumont had the highest score for 
the men but the Ladies competition was a dead heat between Pam Smith 
and Brenda Hawkes.�The decider was to bowl four bowls at four jacks on 
the same green.  As these jacks were no longer on the centre line this 
proved quite challenging and neither Pam nor Brenda scored with their 4 
bowls.  The bowls were returned to them and they were obliged to bowl 
again.  By now tension was running high and with the smell of succulent 
pig drifting across the green the pressure was clearly on.   
Pam's first bowl scored but she was unable to get any of her others within 
the yard limit.  Brenda only needed two to take the contest.  But she 
failed to score any and the crowd cheered both players as they left the 
green with Pam victorious. 
 
�All members then took their places at tables in the clubhouse for the 
food.  The catering staff had laid out cooked potatoes and bowls of salad 
already and plates of carved pork were carried in to complete the 
meal.  Hearty thanks to Frank Hadlow who remained outside carving 
while the club enjoyed a very good meal.  This day will definitely remain 
on the Lockswood calendar.� 
 
�John Beaumont 
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Skills Day 
 
Two of our coaches, Maxeen & Neil Fletcher, arranged a skills day, based 
on a tried and tested system employed by English Bowls Youth 
Development Scheme. 
 
The competition is based on a points system, with points being awarded 
for four skills, tested over two different lengths. 

1  Accurate placing of a jack. 
2  Finding the correct bowling line. 
3  Using controlled weight to gain shot wood. 
4  Drawing to a jack in the ditch. 

 
 

The winner at the end of the afternoon was Janice Ivil with John Windust in 
second place. 

 
A really good day which we hope will continue next year, with hopefully a 
larger attendance. 
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All in all another very successful year for the Club, with a new green, 
membership on the up and major successes for our Ladies Fours and 
newly founded Combination Triples Team and continued success in the 
garden awards. 
 
We now welcome Ron Collins as our new President, we wish him well and 
have no reason to doubt that the coming year will be every bit as 
successful as the last. 
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Appendix A 
 

Committee Members 2015 -2016 

President�                          Geoff Tocknell 

Vice President                     Frank Hadlow 

Junior Vice President           Ron Collins 

Past President                     Walter Metcalf 

Secretary                           Rob White 

Treasurer�                         Neil Fletcher 

Club Captain                      Doug Scott 

Club Vice Captain               Andy Dawson 

Ladies Captain                   Jan Collins 

Competition Secretary        Harry Bryant 

Social Secretary                 Pete Wilkinson 

Catering Manager               Pat Newman 

Friendlies Secretary            Stewart McCabe 

Membership Secretary        John Beaumont 

Committee Members          Muriel Goodridge    Murray Gorman 

                                        John Windust         Dave Burden 

Co-Opted Ladies Secretary Dilys Lillywhite 
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                                    Appendix B 
 

Roll Of Honour 2015 – 2016 Season 
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 
 

Ladies A 
 

 
 

Ladies B 
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Appendix E 

 
G&F Final Tables 

 
 


